
10/16/73 
Dealt Phil, 

Your attractive and welcome card picked the best of possible days to get here, one already brit= up. 
I was a laggard this morange I returned to bed until almost 5 a.m., whIeh, late for me again, turned out to be precisely the correct time for a perfect behedule. It gave me to the minute exactly the timo I needed to write and read a short ineertl.on in an over-long,completed chapter I had just reread and be able to brew the seedal tea I serve my  .wife in bed at the moment the CBS TV a.m. news goat on here, 7 d.m. - After breakfast I took a stiff conatitutuonal, enounh to love my legs:eat-bine for an hour after I returned. The walk was just to r, enough to give me tine to ge over the paper bemires a collaborator arm vend. to is always latex and I figured him just right, too! (That book is The Informers.) 
The work of which i au engaged Will be enormous when compleited. Without a contract and with no prospect, I arty as well be the .1)r. kliot of The Watergate and do the *definitive record. Sure as - hell the Senate Welhat and the brOweneretrisn't, persomable as he'is on the tube. The chapter I just coepleted winds up with how he covered up the whole raibAl k  police'-state plan, how he superesed evidence he hen and deleted the hot stuff fry that he did not suppress. en fact, they have denied me copied of the supposedly public evidence. own Senator seems a bit tudialeerahout his inability to get it, too. I guess the rest of py life will be devoted to another ia a series of whitewashes. enyway, it wili be aout four books in one because for comprehension and creeibility they have to be handled together-when there is no publinher to say I do want this and. I don& want that. So it is very coeplex, more difficult to keep in mind than wy  earlier work. And I'm writing a book OR a breaking story. I begun it in hay. With all the heariags held to date and. 'with all I've written - my wife has retyped close to 75,000 words and I have half that ouch awaiting her now eThere is only ow page on ehich I'll be eakiag a change. (Braeeart1) "The pace of contemporary events" is SiLlplifieti. tOC MICR. 1:ou eeed complexity in there, and especially about ell you. enumorkte. 
I have read the Stable Ti:ayuee coverage of the ‘iarrison trial. I dos.,t kaew your sources. I felt from the firet that he was framee, ties tr..al eeaviaeed ee of it, and the only way I figured he'd lose was by inadequate preparation or blowin ie hie self. I have a notion that the deciding factor is the kind of thing that ieeane eelites can coheeive and then pull off. I believe he offended end deneaned Liervaie to the point where "ervais insisted OA being veiled as a rebuttal witness. this made the governeeat, not Carrison, "responsible" for him. % was Abou witness. I also believe his parting of the ways with his lawyers was a contrivance, the only way he could adereee the jury arie oonfeont his accusers without taking the stand. If he ha taican t j :Mane„ they'e have done to hie. what he did to Shaw, charge him with perjury after acquittal...1"onnt go for the rahE lime: it was e ,.ors-New Orleane jury. One i'ew Orleunean only oe it. 
The sitwatisen in the addle asst is, 1. believe, quite Byzantine, much more complicated that appears on the surface or has been indicated by any comoentagy I've read or aeerd, "8y tine" fits the 4egnew situation, too. Nixon did it to bin and he pretends or believes otherwise. Grassy mudemia mediooraties only one of who is good at badness. Hunt is fascieatiug. I've been making a not-impersonal 3-Maly of nim, of you have any impressions after watching his testimony, I'd be interested in them. His politics are a bit to the right of Courtney' a, if you did not know. 
I predicted Vora would be Nixon's v.p. in advance in a memo in which I also laid out the reasons. "bile ',there were many possibilities, I felt he was the one and I am satisfied my reasoning was sound. (I do this to test pyself, not as egoetripeing. et makes a record that tells me how my analysis is. Jt in less difficult than might seem to be the case if you know the peon .e,the forces ane to needs. Going backes over the enelyses comforts me in the work becauae e hold a mieority view and the reaaeurance on understanding helps.) One pert of Ford's Oswald book should be enough to disqeslify hi even for Nixon. e blabbs something terrible and in this part he unbageed oats still not and never to be recaptured. Be is one of the world's smaller six. footere. 
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